Wednesday 28th June 2017
Week 10, Edition 463

School Holidays
Mon 3rd July – Fri 21st July Term 3
commences on Monday 24th July.
School Tour
Friday 4th August 2017, 9:30am –
11:00am (registration essential)

News for the Silver Tree Steiner
School Community
695 Roland Road, Parkerville WA 6081. Phone: 08 9295 4787 ABN 48 417 551 865
School Email: welcome@silvertree.wa.edu.au School Administrator’s email: admin@silvertree.wa.edu.au
Bursar’s Email: bursar@silvertree.wa.edu.au Community Development: community@silvertree.wa.edu.au
Enrolments: enquiries@silvertree.wa.edu.au

If a child is absent, please ensure an email of explanation is sent to the school.
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The celebration of the festivals reaffirms with rhythmic regularity that we live in
and are inwardly connected with the great cosmic cycles, the breathing in and
out of the earth through summer, autumn, winter and spring. In addition, we
celebrate, at our school Easter and Advent, which, though emerging from the
Christian year, can be experienced fruitfully regardless of religious affiliation
because they give us the opportunity to pause and reflect on our unity as
human beings despite our diversity and our capacity to act together for the
good of the earth.
We can say that through the festivals we create the space for an inner
experience that is connected to an outer or universal truth. Let us take the
example of the Winter Festival. At our school we meet over soup and stories,
we then gather in the dark, we move together to the bonfire and watch in awe
as the flames rise. An image of the path which, as human beings, we all tread,
seeking that central light which dwells within, and giving a reflection of the
earth as it waxes and wanes in its journey around the sun. The Spiral Walk is a
powerful meditation tool, helping to quieten the mind, allowing time for
personal reflection, while filling us with a sense of awe at its support and
beauty.
Wishing everyone an extremely rest filled mid-year break and a happy return
for the beginning of Term 3 on Monday 24th July.
Blessings on our school and peace upon the earth.
Mark Panaia
Administrator

_________________________________________________________________________________
CALENDAR OF THE SOUL
_________________________________________________________________________________
I listen to all that the Angels are saying.
They give me their light, spun on threads of pure gold.
They grant me new power in living, in praying.
They bring me rich gifts which I carefully hold.

The Child at his mother’s breast stirs and wakes slowly.
This gold makes a mantle to clothe him most holy.

_________________________________________________________________________________
ARTICLE – Where Are the Computers in a Waldorf (Steiner) School?
_________________________________________________________________________________
Thanks to The Waldorf School of Philadelphia for this article.
Some schools tours eagerly show parents the smartboards, learning labs and provided iPads as evidence of a
cutting-edge learning environment. Many are following the lead of The U.S. Department of Education which
advocates technology use in the classroom in order to “support thinking, stimulate motivation, promote
equity and prepare students for the future.” The money spent on these efforts is, in itself, impressive, but is
all this glowing interaction indicative of a more enriched learning environment?

While the efforts may impress, teaching with tech has yielded disappointing results. The Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development, which released a comprehensive study in 2015, Students,
Computers and Learning, has found, “Most countries that invested heavily in education related IT equipment
did not witness an appreciable improvement in student achievement over the past 10 years.”
When it comes to PISA scores, the same study notes that international technology investments, “are not
linked to improved student achievement in math, reading or science.” In fact, those with less classroom tech
had better, more progressive reading results on PISA tests. But perhaps the most powerful take-away from
the research is encapsulated in this quote:
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ARTICLE – Where Are the Computers in a Waldorf (Steiner) School? Cont…

“Computer use in classrooms and at home can displace other
activities that are conducive to learning.”
It is this displacement, of proven learning activities in the classroom that is disconcerting to Waldorf
Educators. Unlike flashy tech, movement, art, music, and note taking by hand, are all scientifically proven to
support brain development when integrated into the curriculum. Yet sadly these are often the underfunded
programs in many schools. It may be argued that these subjects are less valued because they do not fill as
many pockets with revenue.
That said, Waldorf Education is not anti-tech as some suspect. The Waldorf philosophy on technology is
based on a developmentally appropriate curriculum, founded on the understanding that every child goes
through three distinct phases of development: infancy and early childhood (birth to 7); middle childhood (7
to 14); and adolescence (14 to 21). Waldorf high school, and some middle school, students use technology as
a teaching tool, but it has no place in the Waldorf elementary and early childhood education. For children
under the age of twelve, the focus remains on hands-on learning of core subjects along with music training,
play, outdoor education, cursive handwriting, storytelling, and art.
It should be noted that even tech executives in Silicon Valley see the wisdom of this low-tech approach for
younger students. In the New York Times Article, article, A Silicon Valley School That Doesn’t Compute, a
parent who is a former Intel and Microsoft executive explains simply why this approach makes sense for his
three children, “Engagement is about human contact, the contact with the teacher, the contact with their
peers.”
But what about typing, online test taking, spreadsheets and word document programs? Waldorf educators
would argue that high school students, who have studied a rich and diverse curriculum that encourages
critical thinking, can quickly learn these fundamentally basic computer skills. In fact, leaders in our
technological, 21st century will not be hired for their ability to make a nice powerpoint. They will need
critical thinking skills, intrinsic motivation, curiosity, insight, engagement, and determination. The fact
remains that there are many scientifically supported, offline teaching methods that can be used to cultivate
these skills. Thus far technology teaching has not measured up to the task.
In Waldorf Education and the Use of Technology, Vicki Larson writes, “Waldorf graduates tell their alma
maters that they graduate and enter the world ready to meet and master the technology that surrounds them,
and grateful for the time they had to explore the physical, non-mediated world before encountering the
digital one.”

_________________________________________________________________________________
PLAYGROUP
_________________________________________________________________________________
This term we have had the joy of watching Mummies tummies growing bigger, and bigger until two of our
families were blessed with babies. We would love to congratulate Romy and Matthew for the safe arrival of
Maya, a little sister for Ally and last week Toni and Jasper gave birth to beautiful Mica Luke, a little sibling
for Arrowyn.
We wish you lots of love and best wishes as your families adjust to the new additions.
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_________________________________________________________________________________
EARLY CHILDHOOD CHATTER
_________________________________________________________________________________
We thought the rain might change our Winter Festival, but in the end it didn’t. Beautiful evening.
Thank you everyone for singing, cooking, greenery and flower supplying, fire-watching, lantern
making, and generally co-creating a brilliant festival. The biggest thank you to Trudie, Marisa and
Tonia for their extraordinary support. The Festival would not be the same without you. Those of you
who were back for the Primary Festival the next night give yourselves a pat on the back. They were
different and equally enchanting evenings.
Thursday 29th June – 11.50 am. Teacher’s Winter Play in Marri Kindergarten.
Please gather on your child’s verandah and Lilly Pilly and Gumnut families will walk across with the
children. Some light-hearted entertainment for all.

Enjoy the photos of our Winter Festival. Have a wonderful holiday. Stay warm and healthy. See you all
again on Monday 24th July.

________________________________________________________________________________
NEWS FROM THE CLASSROOM
_________________________________________________________________________________
News from Class One.
The late arrival of winter has been a blessing for the Class 1’s this term. It has meant that there is still plenty
of opportunity for extra outside play in the lovely sunshine where the children are able to spend time working
together in their play. They have been spending time in and around the wonderful sandpits and castle creating
worlds of sand and digging almost to China. There have been snowmen built out of sand, puddings and cakes
to share, houses that have grown from a simple room into a mansion, museums housing amazing artworks and
even a movie set where the audience (me) was provided with a pouch of popcorn (stones wrapped in a leaf) to
keep up strength for the performance.
Inside the classroom, the children have been busy this last three weeks writing their first sentences from stories
of the natural world. Sentences such as “THE RAIN BRINGS LIFE.” and “MACADAMIA HAD A TENDER
HEART.” remind the children of the stories they have heard which keep them open, connected to, and
increasingly aware of the world around them. This Main Lesson has been enhanced by the weekly walks
around our property and sometimes a little beyond and our visits to the school garden where we look and touch
but don’t yet pick, and we take notice of what is different from one week to the next. (Those are the days I
pine to change my name…. Megan, look at this…. Megan come over here…. Megan, have you seen…… oh,
life’s not that bad really!) From these sentences, we look at some of the sounds we have become familiar with
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NEWS FROM THE CLASSROOm cont…
and play with them, remembering other words we have heard of that begin with those sounds. This helps to
consolidate them in readiness for the more focused reading that comes next year and beyond.
I love the slow and steady pace of learning to read in a Steiner School. Here there is time for the children to
be children and here they are helped to continue to see things in a wholistic way, not just in an intellectual
way. Such a slow beginning allows reverence for and connection to the world, so important in today’s fast
paced world of instant gratification.
Enjoy the upcoming three-week break and let there be much rest and recuperation from those lingering coughs.
Blessings,
Megan

_________________________________________________________________________________
WINTER FESTIVAL
_________________________________________________________________________________

There's Winter Festivals and Winter Festivals! There's ones like last year where it's still and perfect. There's
ones like 2007 when it was rained off completely and we all returned for the Winter Festival on the Monday
morning! And there’s everything in between and beyond. Years where it rained a little, freezing years where
5 layers just weren’t enough and years where plans had to change half way though. They all have a
character of their own. 2017 will likewise be etched into the history of the school as the one where the wind
and the light went into a battle that for the most part the wind won, until the bonfire was lit. Then it was the
turn of the light.
For now let's focus on the beautiful accompanying music, the glorious singing of the choir, the picturesque
lantern walk, and the incredible work of the organising group. Many thanks Kaye for 'holding' this festival
and to everyone who helped by 'doing their jobs'. The fire makers, the lantern walk rakers and tea-light
lighters, the bonfire setters, the chair movers. Thank you all.
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_________________________________________________________________________________
GARDENING
_________________________________________________________________________________
Note the dates - this was built in late 1800's and yet this school's name was derived from the "Silver
Princess" tree - nothing to do with a silver tree made in 1885 in Bendigo from 8.5kg of silver.
Pretty cool huh?!

_________________________________________________________________________________
MUSIC
_________________________________________________________________________________
The Classrooms have been filled with the beautiful sounds of winter these past few weeks. The children
have been singing, playing and dancing to winter songs with gusto! Every day has started with choir for the
Upper Primary as we sing through the sunny and wintery days!
Every class at Silver Tree have been enjoying a variety of wonderful songs and activities during music. The
Class 1’s have been singing about winter, playing rain is falling down on their flutes and even threading
themselves into a lovely knitted sock as we sing ‘The Thread Follows the Needle’. The Merry Minstrels are
deep in the Celtic Realm and have been enjoying playing and singing songs such as ‘The King of Irelands
Son’ and Cockles and Mussels. The Minstrels have also been learning two beautiful Nyungar songs, each
with a wide range of special Nyungar words. This week, they experienced singing a winter song while
playing tuned percussion, even adding in an Ostinato…very exciting!
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MUSIC cont…

The Pathfinders have been joyfully singing their way through the Bible songs, the current favourite is
‘Joshua Fought the Battle of Jericho’, soon to be sung at assembly…watch this space! They are also learning
more complicated songs on their much cherished ‘white’ Diatonic Flutes, the latest being ‘What Shall we do
with the Drunken Sailor’!
The Alchemists recently experienced composing their own songs, each one of them wrote a song in the key
of C major, with a 4/4 rhythm with the theme of Winter. What beautiful titles they came up with for their
songs such as; The Rise of Winters Dead by James, Lightly Glow by Lincoln, Shallow Water by Ailish and
The Misty Mountains by Isla. After they had composed their song, the children individually performed them
to their classmates. What a wonderful experience to be had by all! The Alchemists have also been preparing
for a joint String performance with the Light keepers on the last assembly of term (Wednesday the 28th). It
was very special to see them all playing together at their rehearsal on Wednesday last week-such a beautiful
sound!
The Light Keepers have come back from their Play experience and are practicing sight reading and notation.
They too have embarked on a Composition Project in class last week and are all very excited. Their String
playing is really coming along now and I think all are looking forward to the Assembly Concert.
The Koorrdjenangins have been working very intently on learning theory and sight reading and also
composing and playing a very special song of Australian Folk, Rock and Pop History. Wow! It is sounding
incredible and we can’t wait to be able to perform it next Term.
That is just a snippet of some of the wonderful things we have been doing in Music this term. See below for
some photos of the Alchemists performing their Compositions.
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_________________________________________________________________________________
CRAFT
_________________________________________________________________________________
This Friday Craft Group will be BYO. Bring your project to work on. See you 8:45-12:30 Acacia Playgroup.
It's the last one for the Term. Term 3 craft group will be converted to Waldorf Doll making sessions, so only
those enrolled for this may attend see below. Be quick to avoid disappointment. Want a Doll made for you??
See child care opportunity below!

Waldorf Doll Making Course 2017!
This will be our 4th doll making workshop that runs over term 3 this year (approx. 10 session). It is a
wonderful opportunity to create your own 15 in" limbed Waldorf Doll. No experience necessary. I will be
holding 2 sessions, please choose one, and If you can do Wednesday night please don't enrol for Friday
morning as Friday may be in high demand. Sessions held at school.
Session times
Wednesday evenings 7:30-10:30 - child free accept young babies.
Friday mornings sessions 9am-12pm, children are welcome but you may find it easier without them, as
there is a lot to concentrate on and the space is small. Child carer may be available onsite. (see below)
Cost payable weekly (after deposit) or in full approx $100. All profits stays in the school. (Cost to be
confirmed based on numbers and expenses, cost does not include wool for hair)
Enrol before 3 July - please pay a $20 deposit into the account below and fill out online form via this
link https://goo.gl/forms/AV5dWEYSKcmpqzCn2 .
Or, go to the Friends of Silvertree facebook page and follow the links in the events section. Email
debbietargett@gmail.com or call 0413 153 071 if you have any problems.
Priority will be given to those who have not done the course before. Be quick to avoid disappointment.
Name: Debbie Targett and Aaron Boultbee
BSB: 06 6179
ACC: 1083 1110
Use full name as reference eg. Jane Smith
Babysitting/Child Carer - I am offering a parent who is available Friday morning 9-12:30 with no young
children in toe to be a child carer for the doll making sessions. 'Payment' exchange will be a custom made
Waldorf doll made by Debbie. Please apply to Debbie via email debbietargett@gmail.com.
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________________________________________________________________________________
NEWS FROM THE SCHOOL
________________________________________________________________________________
CURTIN UNIVERSITY STUDY – EXHAUST FUMES

ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO GET TO AND FROM SCHOOL

School drop off and pick up times can be hectic and stressful - have you thought about
other ways to take your children to and from school? Visit www.yourmove.org.au website
for alternative ways to get to and from school. By reducing traffic and vehicle emissions
around school we can lower the vehicle emissions that our children breathe.
“I never realised how idling my car was affecting the health of my children. Now I am aware
I try to make sure to turn off my car and a couple of times a week I make sure to walk to
school with my girls. I sometimes forget but my girls are pretty good at reminding me these
days”. Emily, a mother of two primary aged students.

SCHOOL TOUR
The next school tour will be held on Friday 4th August, all welcome. Please contact Hayley to make a booking,
on 9295 4787, or enquiries@silvertree.wa.edu.au. The tour runs from 9:30am – 11:00am with time for
morning tea and questions afterwards.

________________________________________________________________________________
NEWS FROM THE BURSAR
_________________________________________________________________________________

With the middle of the school year upon us, I’d like to take this opportunity to remind you of the Parent
Participation Scheme which supports the school so well. The aims of the Parent Participation Scheme are
to:
• Encourage family involvement in the school community,
• Recognise active participation in the development and maintenance of the school grounds and
structures,
• Provide support for the teachers,
• Ensure the smooth running of the school in general
Each primary and kindergarten family are required to commit to 5 hours of voluntary work per term. At the
end of each semester (two terms), which is fast approaching, invoices are sent out to those families who haven’t
completed their hours or who haven’t let the office know of their voluntary hours completed.
With only weeks remaining, could you please ensure that:
• You have, or are close to completing your 10 hours for the semester.
• That you have completed the PPS form and handed or emailed this to the office so they can be recorded
in our database.
If you are unsure as to what you can do to complete your hours, please contact the office and we will be happy
to provide you with a list of options.
Thank you
Silver Tree Steiner School
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________________________________________________________________________________
NEWS FROM THE P&F
_________________________________________________________________________________
P&F NEWS

We will again offer Hot Chocolate this Wednesday afternoon as after-lunch treat at
school. Cost $2 per mug. Kindy size $1 (1/2 serve). Children are encouraged to bring
their own mug if they can.
Ingredients:
Regular- organic cow’s milk, organic cocoa, organic coconut sugar.
Coconut- organic coconut milk (Pure Harvest brand), organic cocoa.
The money raised from the hot chocolate sales and including the sales from the herbs
will be put aside for the Kindy Forts project.
The next P&F Meeting will be held Friday 23rd June, 9am at school. Parents are encouraged to bring along
their fundraising ideas new & old! We do need a minimum of 10 parents, please do try to come along.

______________________________________________________________________________
COURSES/WORKSHOPS/EVENTS
_________________________________________________________________________________
ACT-BELONG-COMMIT heARTLINES OPEN DAY
•
•
•

Saturday, June 17, 2017
10:00am 3:00pm
Midland Junction Arts Centre

Enjoy FREE events all day and browse through the inspiring exhibition of artwork from recent publications at our official
Act-Belong-Commit heARTlines Open Day! Sign up for workshops on the day or simply wander through Midland
Junction Arts Centre and take part in exciting ‘walk-in’ activities and exhibition tours.

THE TEACHER AS A HEALING FORCE
Five Day Intensive Workshop: The Teacher as a Healing
Force with Louise de Forest
You, as a parent, are your child’s first teacher. This week will
speak also to parents, grandparents and carers as well as to
teachers. Louise brings insights and practical suggestions which
help us to develop our own conscious caring and so enrich our
personal and home lives. Exploring our understanding
strengthens our intuition about our own children and
grandchildren. When: .July 10th to July 14th. 9.00am - 3.30pm.
Where: Perth Waldorf School, Gwilliam Drive, Bibra Lake. Cost:
$620. Enquiries contact Jenny Hill. jennyhill@iinet.net.au or
book online at www.rudolfsteinercollege.com.au
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_________________________________________________________________________________
CLASSIFIEDS
_________________________________________________________________________________

DISCLAIMER: The articles, advertisements and community notices in this newsletter are provided as a service to
the school community. The carrying of an article, advertisement or community notice does not imply endorsement
by Silver Tree Steiner School.

our family of four is looking for a house to rent near
Silver Tree. Fenced, pet friendly, 2 bedroom, 1 bathroom around $350 per week. Phone or text Andrea
0413 852 410

BABY SITTING!
Do you need someone to supervise your
children while you attend appointments? Do
the shopping? Go out for dinner? As a Silver
Tree graduate I offer a quality childminding
service for $10 per hour. I still know how to
play! My name is Kate, I am 15 years old and I
can be contacted via Megan in Class One or
on 9572 5924 after 5pm on weekdays.

DRY SPLIT JARRAH FIREWOOD
FOR SALE
LOAD – 8ft x 5ft trailer x 2ft high
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Classifieds Continued…
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Classifieds Continued…
LEARN TO SING WITH LOCAL VOICE COACH TANIA
MARTIN
Love to sing?
Why not train with a professional voice coach so you can audition
for shows like The Voice or your next school performance or
musical.
Tania shares her love of music and singing, teaching students of
all ages and abilities in her private studio in Woodbridge to help
your vocal range, performance skills, mic technique, exams or
simply for the joy of singing.
Performing professionally over 30 years on stage, screen, radio,
and television around the world she can help you reach those
notes and follow your dreams.
Call Tania on 0423 619 925 or email
taniamartinentertainment@gmail.com to reserve your next
voice coach session. Current WWC and National Police
Clearance Certificate.
Places fill up fast so students are encouraged to book ahead for a
time, musical style and fee structure that best suits you.
Facebook - @TaniaMartinEnt
Website - www.taniamartinentertainment.com

The Woodfired Baker has opened a
cafe @ 194 Whatley Cresent Maylands
We specialise in organic woodfired
sourdough breads & baked goodies.
Come in & say Hi if your in the
neighbourhood & tell your friends!
Thank You for supporting our family
business over the last 5 years
Andrew, Emma, Poppy, Fraya, Olive &
Tilly Ritchie

thewoodfiredbaker.com
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Silver Tree Steiner School Calendar - Term 2, 2017
Term 2
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Monday
24th April
Pupil Free
Day
Staff PD
1st May

8th May
Class 3
Excursion

Tuesday
25th April
Anzac Day
Public Holiday

Wednesday
26th April
First day back
to school

Thursday
27th April

Friday
28th April

Saturday
29th April

Sunday
30th April

2nd May
Class 2 Parent
Night, 6.30pm

3rd May
Class 4 Parent
Night, 6pm

4th May
Class 3 Parent
Evening, 6pm

5th May

6th May

7th May

9th May

10th May
School Photo
Day

11th May

12th May
School Tour
9.30-11am

13th May

14th May
Mother’s Day

AGM 7pm

Class 1 Parent
Night 6.30pm

Class 6 Parent
Night 6:30pm

Week 4

15th May

16th May
Class 5 Parent
Night, 6pm

17th May

18th May
Class 4 Play
for Kindy
11.30

19th May
CANCELLED Class 4 Play
for Primary
School

20th May
Class 4
Matinee for
Parents
12:30pm

21st May

Week 5

22nd May

23rd May

24th May

25th May

26th May

27th May

28th May

Week 6

30th May

31st May

1st June

2nd June
Mid-Term
Break

3rd June

4th June

6th June

7th June
Class 5 Play

8th June
Class 5 Play

9th June
School Tour
Class 5 Play

10th June

11th June

Week 8

29th May
Protective
Behaviours
Workshop
7pm
5th June
WA Day P/H
Mid Term
Break
12th June

13th June

14th June

15th June

16th June

17th June

18th June

Week 9

19th June

20th June

21st June

23rd June

24th June

25th June

Week 10

26th June

27th June

28th June

30th June

1ST July

2nd July

Week 7

22nd June

Kindergarten and
Playgroup
11:50am for
Parents and
Children ,
12:30pm Early
Close, 5:00pm
Arrive with
Lanterns, (Friday
23rd June normal
day for
Rainbows)

29th June

Massage in
School Program
Parent Workshop
2.30pm for Class
2 and 3 Parents
Primary
Friday 23rd June
12:30pm Early
Close
5:45pm – 7pm
Winter Festival

SCHOOL HOLIDAYS
Mon 3rd July – Fri 21st July.
Term 3 commences on
Monday 24th July.
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